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THE POWER OF WATER, 
THE PURITY OF AIR



BIG POWER UVC TECHNICAL DATA 

POWER SUPPLY 230 V

FILTRATION SYSTEM WATER MOLECULAR 
SEPARATION

MAXIMUM DEPRESSION 1700 mm H2O

AIR FLOW 100 m3/h

SUCTION POWER ADJUSTMENT Yes, with 4 levels

DIMENSIONS L x W x H 420 x 370 x 400 mm

RANGE OF ACTION 9 mt

MAXIMUM POWER ABSORBED 1200 W

SANITIZATION WITH UVC RAYS yes

 

Big Power UVC

The power of water, the purity of air

BIG POWER® is a system for cleaning air equipped with a water filter and sanitizing sys-
tem with UVC rays. It can purify air in closed environments (indoor pollution) by removing 
99.9% of air pollutants; therefore, it can be used to prevent health disorders deriving from 
the presence of air pollutants. 

The innovative water filtration system captures dust, pet hair, and small particles. The special 
water filter, combined with the internal molecular separator, guarantees the efficiency of the 
BIG POWER UVC’s filtering performance for all the allowed types of use (floors, upholstered 
furniture, parquet flooring, etc.)

BIG POWER
UVC ®



 

Big Power UVC

MADE IN ITALY INTERNATIONAL  
CERTIFICATIONS

BIG POWER has been certified 
by external control bodies to be 
a safe and high-quality product, 
100% Made In Italy.

BIG POWER is subject to strict inspec-
tions by renowned, independent, in-
ternational certification bodies, which 
guarantee and certify that the prod-
uct fully complies with the production 
standards and regulations.

US CERTIFICATION
The United States Patent and Trade-
mark Office (USPTO) is the adminis-
trative body responsible for issuing 
patents and trademarks registered 
in the United States of America. It 
is considered the most important 
body in the field of patents, in par-
ticular, because of the economic 
size of the US market.

In carrying out its duties, the USP-
TO fulfils the mandate of Article I, 
Section 8, Clause 8, of the US Con-
stitution which is to “promote the 
progress of science and useful arts, 
by securing for limited times to au-
thors and inventors the exclusive 
right to their respective writings 
and discoveries”. 

The USPTO registers trademarks on 
the basis of the trade clause of the 
Constitution (Article I, Section 8, 
Clause 3).

QUALITÀ
CERTIFICATA
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CERTIFICAZIONE 
UNIVERSITÀ DI PISA

The Department of Experimental 
Pathology, Medical Biotechnolo-
gy, Epidemiology and Infectious 
Diseases of the University of Pisa 
conducted an experimental test to 
evaluate the effectiveness of BIG 
POWER.

CERTIFIED
QUALITY
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 TÜV
CERTIFICATION

CERTIFIED
QUALITY

The TÜV SÜD certification mark is recognized 
worldwide and is only awarded upon completion 
of a careful verification and inspection program.

TÜV SÜD carries out regular inspections to en-
sure that products promptly comply with the new 
standards.

The achievement of this certification demonstrates 
TPA’s commitment to offer a range of products 
that is increasingly reliable, efficient and long-last-
ing.

 

OZONE TEST
All our tests and test reports are checked and veri-
fied by a team of professionals who guarantee the 
high-quality standards and the very high reliability 
of the results. pH Srl carries out testing activities for 
the food/food contact sector as well as for the en-
vironmental sector. Since January 2013 it has been 
part of the international network of laboratories op-
erating for the TÜV SÜD Group.

The ozone test carried out by pH Srl determines the 
concentration of ozone for devices related to the 
treatment of water with ultraviolet radiation. The 
ozone values found in the test room, under specif-
ic conditions, are lower than the maximum value 
provided by the IEC EN 60335-2-109 standard. This 
standard regulates the safety of electrical applianc-
es for domestic and similar use, as well as water 
treatment appliances with UV radiation.

 
TEST REPORT            N° 14AM17936 

The results in this report applies only to the sample(s) specifically listed above. 
This report shall not be reproduced except in full, without the written approval of the laboratory. 
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Identification number: 14AM17936 
Sample description: Vacuum Cleaner Big Power 
Sampled by: Customer (§) 
Customer: TPA IMPEX SpA 

Piazzetta Albere 3/4 
Romano D’Ezzelino - 36060 - VI 

Arrival date: 15/06/2016  
Test start 01/07/2015  
Test end 09/07/2015  

(§)Laboratory is not responsible for sampling modalities. 
 

 
Test Method and testing condition:  
The instrument was tested according to IEC 60335-2-109:2012 - item 32 radiation, toxicity and similar hazards. 

TEST RESULTS 
Test item  Result  Units  Acceptability limit 
Total UV‐C irradiance  < 0.003  W/m2  < 0.003 
Total effective UV irradiance  < 1  mW/m2  < 1 
Ozone  < 5 x 10‐6  % v/v  < 5 x 10‐6 
 

Ozone test was carried out for 24 hours in a windowless room sized 3.5 m x 3.0 m x 2.6 m with walls covered with 

polyethylene foil. 

 

Comments: 
The tested instrument complies with Technical Standard IEC 60335-2-109:2012 item 32.101 and 32.102 

 
Sambuca Val di Pesa, July 14 2015 

the Laboratory Manager 
Dott.ssa Maria Filomena Vitulli 
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EMC TEST

CERTIFIED
QUALITY

Electromagnetic interference, produced by 
equipment and systems, can pose a danger 
to human health and to the environment; 
for this reason, many countries have made 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testing 
mandatory, so that electrical and electronic 
products can be marketed safely.

Thanks to a team of technical experts in EMC, 
TÜV SÜD Group carries out electromagnetic 
compatibility tests.

TPA is committed to meeting the electro-
magnetic requirements and achieving the 
safety standards required by law.
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PRACTICAL
ACCESSORIES

Floor brush with natural bristles  
Accessory compatible with the following 
models: “Big Power 08”; “Big Power S.E.”. 

Supplied with the “Big Power S.E. Pharma-
cy” model.

Blow pipe accessory  
with compressor function 

Accessory compatible with  
the following models: “Big Power 08”; 

“Big Power S.E.”. Supplied with the 
“Big Power S.E. Pharmacy” model.

Bristled brush 
Accessory compatible with the following 
models: “Big Power 08”; “Big Power S.E.”. 
Supplied with the “Big Power S.E. Phar-

macy” model.

Extension tubes  
Accessory compatible with the  

following models: “Big Power 08”; “Big 
Power S.E.”. Supplied with the “Big 

Power S.E. Pharmacy” model.

Cart with wheels  
Accessory compatible with  

the following models: “Big Power 
08”; “Big Power S.E.”. Supplied with 

the “Big Power S.E. Pharmacy” 
model.

Infrared remote control  
Accessory compatible with the following 

model: “Big Power S.E.”.  
Supplied with the “Big Power S.E. Pharma-

cy” model.

Bidirectional lance  
Accessory compatible with the following mod-
els: “Big Power 08”; “Big Power S.E.”. Supplied 
with the “Big Power S.E. Pharmacy” model.

Brush for pet hair 
Accessory compatible with the follow-
ing models: “Big Power 08”; “Big Power 
S.E.”. Supplied with the “Big Power S.E. 

Pharmacy” model.

Electric brush  
Accessory compatible with the 

following models: “Big Power 08”; 
“Big Power S.E.”. Supplied with 
the “Big Power S.E. Pharmacy” 

model.

Nozzle for upholstered furniture  
Accessory compatible with the following 
models: “Big Power 08”; “Big Power S.E.”. 

Supplied with the “Big Power S.E. Pharma-
cy” model.

Nozzle with horsehair bristles  
Accessory compatible with the following 
models: “Big Power 08”; “Big Power S.E.”. 
Supplied with the “Big Power S.E. Phar-

macy” model.



OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES

Big Power UVC

In addition to the standard accessories, it is possible to enrich BIG POWER with a special series 
of optional accessories that will transform BIG POWER into a real multifunctional system.

MINI BAT LED

Carpet cleaner with LED 
lights, ideal for sanitizing 
mattresses and  
upholstered furniture.

BIG BAT LED

Carpet cleaner with LED 
lights and adjustable 
height.



MORE HYGIENE
LESS BACTERIA

BIG POWER is one of the most prac-
tical, hygienic and affordable choices 
in the medium to long term. This 
system is designed for continuous 
use and is a safe and easy-to-use 
product that cleans up both solids 
and liquids simultaneously.

Having a filter that is always clean ensures excellent suction, but it also guarantees that the air re-
turned to your home has been adequately filtered, providing you with a healthy and allergy-proof 
environment. With a dirty filter, bad smells pass through it and dirty air comes out of the cleaner!

Cleaning the filter is therefore crucial in conventional vacuum cleaners. But how should the filter 
be cleaned?

Usually you have to open the vacuum cleaner and come into contact with colonies of germs and 
bacteria, which is both uncomfortable and unpleasant.

With BIG POWER you do not have to do this. Thanks to a patented water filtration system, the an-
noying operation of cleaning the filter is avoided.

Big Power UVC



PATENTED
WATER FILTER

Big Power UVC

Many types of water filters are avail-
able on the market, but they do not 
provide constant filtration for all the 
allowed types of use (floors, uphol-
stered furniture, etc.). 

Our special water filter combined 
with an internal molecular separa-
tor, ensure that our products filter in 
a constant and efficient manner, in 
every situation. 

This innovative system enhances fil-
tration right when maximum effec-
tiveness is required, surpassing the 
competitors’ products which are not 
able to perform at the same level. 

The water filtration system retains 
dust, hair and small particles that are 
then simply removed by emptying 
the water from the tank.

WATER FILTER WITH 
MOLECULAR 
SEPARATOR



PATENTED

ATE

THE BENEFITS
OF OZONE

Big Power UVC

OZONE: HELP FROM NATURE 
 
L’ozono è una molecola dalle straordinarie proprietà 
Ozone is a molecule with extraordinary properties, as 
it is a powerful natural disinfectant.

Integrated into many applications, it is a valuable 
tool to effectively combat mold, mites, spores and 
bacteria present in the water we drink and in the air 
we breathe.

Unfortunately, since it is not a molecule that lasts 
over time, it is necessary to generate it at the right 
time and in the right quantity.

TPA has managed to seize this opportunity by creat-
ing products that generate this type of molecule.

OZONE AND ITS PROPERTIES
The possibility of exploiting ozone for cleaning and sanitizing both objects and environments de-
rives from its high oxidizing and disinfecting power, which allows it to be widely used to disinfect 
water and air. 

Ozone can degrade and eliminate any polluting or harmful elements such as viruses, mites, in-
sects, spores, mold, harmful chemicals, and even smoke and odors, all in an environmentally 
friendly way.

In closed environments, ozone performs an effective antifungal and bactericidal disinfection, 
bringing great benefits in many fields of application.

THE ADVANTAGES OF OZONE
√ No more chemical products are needed: ozone totally eliminates the use of additives.

√ Eco-friendly: it leaves no residues, odors, toxins, but returns to oxygen after a few minutes.

√ Deep sanitization: it reaches all points, even the most difficult ones to sanitize.

To validate the absolute compatibility of ozone, in the right quantities, the FDA (Food and Drug Administra-
tion), the US government body responsible for the regulation of food and pharmaceutical products, has also 
admitted the use of ozone in the production processes of the food industry, since June 26, 2001.

In addition, ozone has been used for the disinfection of bottled water since 1982. 

Since 1984, all the swimming pools for the Olympic Games have to be purified with ozone. 

In July 1996, with Protocol No. 24482, the Italian Ministry of Health recognized ozone as a “NATURAL ELE-
MENT FOR THE STERILIZATION OF ENVIRONMENTS”.



Big Power UVC

SANITIZING
WITH UVC RAYS

The germicidal effect of UVC radiation has the highest efficacy at a wavelength of 253, 7 nm (nanome-
ters). This particular characteristic is mainly due to the destructive effect of UVC radiation on the DNA of 
germs. In particular, their reproductive system is damaged, preventing their growth and multiplication.

Sanitizing with UVC rays: an ecological and functional process

This type of sanitizing procedure has a great advantage: bacteria, viruses, spores, fungi, molds, and mites are 
in fact very sensitive to UVC radiation. Microbes cannot become resistant to UVC radiation, which is what 
happens, on the other hand, with chemical disinfectants. UVC radiation is ecological, unlike traditional clean-
ing systems that pollute and damage the environment. Our UVC radiation system avoids the danger of seri-
ous health risks that can occur with the use of traditional disinfectants (their vapors can be inhaled directly 
during use or they can contaminate food products which are subsequently ingested).

New air for your environment

√ Less sick leave: there is a sharp increase in school and preschool absences caused by epidemics and viral 
infections due to poor room ventilation.

√ The value of well-being: BIG POWER allows a perfect sanitization of the environment and of the air itself, 
thereby, becoming a valid help for people who are weak due to illness or surgery.

√ A valuable service: BIG POWER guarantees a precious service to subjects suffering from respiratory diseas-
es (asthma, rhinitis, allergies), thanks to its innovative system.



www.tpaimpex.com

CONTACT US :
Tel : +39 0424 832777

Email : info@tpaimpex.it

Fax : 0424 832778

Address : Piazzetta Albere 3/4, Romano d’Ezzelino (VI), 36060

800 030 119


